Driving Directions to the Psychological Services Center (PSC) at Ohio State University

Always Open: 12th Avenue Parking Garage
Designated Visitor Garage & Always Available.

Directions to the Neil Avenue Parking Garage
1801 Neil Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43210

After 4:00PM and Weekends: Neil Avenue Parking Garage
When open to visitors is slightly closer to the PSC.

Directions to the 12th Ave Parking Garage:
340 West 12th Avenue, Columbus OH 43210

Traveling on 315 South:
- Take the Kinnear Road exit, stay in LEFT lane.
- At the end of the exit, turn LEFT onto Kinnear at traffic light.
- Turn LEFT onto Olentangy River Road at next traffic light.
- Turn RIGHT onto John H Herrick Drive at first traffic light.
- Continue on John H Herrick Drive for about .5 miles
- Parking garage entrance will be on your RIGHT just past a cross walk

Traveling on 315 North:
- Take the Medical Center exit, stay in LEFT lane.
- Turn LEFT onto Cannon Drive at traffic light.
- Turn RIGHT onto John H Herrick Drive
- Parking garage entrance will be on your RIGHT just past 2nd cross walk on John H. Herrick Drive

Traveling on High Street:
- Turn onto 12th Avenue heading west onto campus.
- Turn RIGHT onto Neil Avenue at first traffic light.
- Immediately turn LEFT onto John H. Herrick Drive
- Parking garage will be on your LEFT about 300 yards down.

Traveling on 315 South:
- Take the Kinnear Road exit, stay in LEFT lane.
- At the end of the exit, turn LEFT onto Kinnear at traffic light.
- Turn LEFT onto Olentangy River Road at next traffic light.
- Turn RIGHT onto John H Herrick Drive at first traffic light.
- Continue on John H Herrick Drive for about .5 miles
- Turn LEFT onto Neil Dr.
- Neil Drive dead ends in a roundabout with parking garage entrance on your left.

Traveling on 315 North:
- Take the Medical Center exit, stay in LEFT lane.
- Turn LEFT onto Cannon Drive at traffic light.
- Turn RIGHT onto John H Herrick Drive
- Turn LEFT onto Neil Dr.
- Neil Drive dead ends in a roundabout with parking garage entrance on your left.

Traveling on High Street:
- Turn onto 12th Avenue heading west onto campus.
- Turn RIGHT onto Neil Avenue at first traffic light.
- Turn LEFT onto Neil Drive, the 2nd street on the left.
- Neil Drive dead ends with parking garage entrance on your left.
Walking Directions to the Psychological Services Center (PSC) from the Parking Garages

Walking from the 12th Avenue Parking Garage

This parking garage has two stairwells: South and North. Signs indicate if each set of stairs is the North or South Stairwell. Use the North Stairwell, which is closer to the Horseshoe and the Neil Avenue Garage. The stairwell is in the northeast corner of the building (see photo to the right).

Take the stairs to the ground level and exit through the glass doors. Walk along the driveway to the sidewalk and then turn right. You will be across the street from the back of the Neil Avenue Garage on your left. Follow the roads and sidewalks, keeping the Neil Avenue Garage on your left (see map on right). Stay on the sidewalk beside the garage until you reach the stop sign at the roundabout (see photo to the bottom right). Then continue to our building. Follow the directions from the Neil Avenue Garage on the next page.
Walking From the Neil Avenue Parking Garage

Follow the stairwell in the northeast corner of the building or take the elevator (where the garage entrance is located) to the street level and exit the garage to the roundabout. The PSC is in the Psychology Building, the silver and white building diagonally across the roundabout (see photo on right). The entrance to the building faces Cunz Hall, the concrete and glass building directly in front of you. The Psychology Building Entrance is outlined with the yellow box in the photo.

To Take the Elevator: Once you have entered the building; continue down the hallway toward the cherry-wood computer charging station and work desk in the Lobby. The elevator is to the RIGHT of this desk. Take the elevator to the 1st Floor.

To Take the Stairs: Once you have entered the building; continue down the hallway toward the cherry-wood computer charging station and work desk in the Lobby. Continue past this desk and take the stairs to the 1st Floor. Turn left after exiting the glass doors of the stairwell and walk toward the plant wall that surrounds the PSC waiting area. The Psychological Services Center (Room 105) is through the double doors past the PSC waiting area (see photo on right). Please sign-in on the sheet on the lower portion of the reception desk.

From the Elevator: Exit the elevator and Turn RIGHT. The Psychological Services Center (Room 105) is through the double doors past the PSC waiting area (see photo on right).